NEWSLETTER: OCTOBER 2010
TURKEY FESTIVAL
Another successful Noble Eagle venture at the 25th annual Eldon Turkey Festival. The “world famous”
Noble Eagle Duck Pond was a huge success. About 300 quality stuffed animals were given out to young
kids…..the excitement and smiles were amazing. This year a cow bell was added, and rung each time a
winning duck was picked (or course, every duck was a winner!). Our neighbors in the surrounding
booths took up a collection for us to STOP using the cow bell, but not enough money was raised to make
it happen!! Thanks to everyone who worked setting up the booth, working the Festival, and taking down
the booth after the event! When people passing by tell you your booth is “amazing” or the “most
entertaining” you know you are doing something right. A special thanks to Lisa Veatch and Vickie Devine
for providing ALL of the stuffed animals at NO COST this year!
STUFFED ANIMALS
Speaking of the Turkey Festival, we need to come up with a source of QUALITY stuffed animals for next
year! Our former source thru Bob and Pat is no longer available, and this year’s gift from Lisa Veatch and
Vickie Devine was a one- time shot. Coming up with 300+ stuffed animals is a challenge, so keep your
eyes opened to any opportunity!
FIRST FRIDAYS
By the time this newsletter gets out, we would have had our THIRD “First Friday”. These events have
been very successful. It is important that each member make every possible attempt to attend these!
Bring your friends and/or potential members and show them the “social” side of the Noble Eagles!
LAKE OZARK BIKEFEST/BITCHLESS BUTTER
The weekend of September 17th was perfect for the 2010 Bikefest. What a crowd! The sight of bikes
parked in the center lane all the way up the Bagnell Dam Strip was a great thing to see! The Rock and
Alley Cats were humping!!! The Noble Eagle official “camp site” below Bagnell Dam was a
blast….”welcome to the trailer hood”! Thanks to all who helped make it a great time! The only know
casualty during the weekend was FurrBall. After his bike broke down, Furrball attempted to ride “bitch”
behind Butter back to the campground. While trying to hop on behind the smiling and somewhat
excited Butter, Furrball blew out a knee and fell to the ground. A car was secured to take Furrball, and a
saddened Butter rode alone to the campground.

WARRENTS ISSUED FOR BUTTER/PLUG---CHARGED WITH CHILD ENDANGERMENT
A task force of Lake Ozark Police and Miller County Deputies are on the lookout for both Butter and
Plug. According to recently unsealed court documents, they are charged with being the last two adults
with Halfway on Saturday, Sept. 18 during Bikefest. An unnamed source indicated these two made the
decision to leave Halfway all by himself at a campground for the evening. “Clearly, in the condition
Halfway was in, at best he had the physical and mental state of a 3 year old” said the source. “It is just
beyond comprehension how these two thought there was any way this person could take care of
himself” the source indicated. Attorneys for both Butter and Plug feel confident their clients will be
victorious in court. While interviewing Halfway as they prepare for possible trial, they quoted Halfway as
saying “Bikefest? What Bikefest? Hell, I thought I was in Little Sturgis!” (see related story below)
CAMPERS REPORT SIGHTING OF ALIEN CREATURE BELOW BAGNELL DAM
Psychics and UFO enthusiasts are flocking to a small campground located below Bagnell Dam as reports
of an alien sighting continue to come in. Numerous eyewitnesses have stated seeing something they
describe as “almost human” during the late evening of September 18. According to many, the alien
appeared dressed in only boxers and black boots. While apparently unable to walk in an upright human
manner, the alien was seen scurrying around the grass on all fours, only stopping to occasionally lift its’
left hind leg to urinate. One eyewitness stated “I believe the creature was trying to communicate. While
I don’t think it was speaking English, I could swear that alien kept repeating “must hit on 19” and “where
is Butterfucker?” It was so eerie….it sounded almost human.” The sightings eventually led authorities to
a large black trailer, but upon entering, they discovered only one human in the trailer. According to
police, the individual was found nude and asleep in a fetal position. A black leather vest near the sleeper
had a name badge of “Halfway” on it.
IN THE ARMY
God help us! Digit has joined the Army Reserve! Yes, after killing and maiming numerous civilians over
the years, the Army has decided to unleash a secret weapon on our enemies----Dr. Digit! Some of our
Marine, Air Force, and Navy members have always questioned the choices made by the Army, but
bringing in Digit as an officer???? Actually, signed up for 3 years, we are proud of our brother who has
decided to serve!
MISSING IN ACTION
Has anyone seen or heard from Brother K? The harmony and brotherhood at the Nest and events is
getting boring. We need Br. K to stir the pot a little!

